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[abstract] Assessing the precise publication dates of nineteenth-century 
books is difficult because of changes in the technologies and practices of 
production and distribution. Common problems include inadequate, 
inaccurate, and confusing title-page information, and misleading 
advertisements. It is better to use multiple lines of evidence rather than a 
single source. The first Scottish and English edition of The Testimony of the 
Rocks, by Hugh Miller (1802–1856), is shown to have been published on or 
about 24 March 1857, after the author’s suicide, as a combination of the 
first and second issues simultaneously. The first issue was published by 
Shepherd & Elliot of Edinburgh in cooperation with Hamilton, Adams & Co., 
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of London. It was optionally available with an additional frontispiece of a 
photographic print of the author. The second issue was published by 
Thomas Constable & Co. of Edinburgh with Shepherd & Elliot and Hamilton, 
Adams. After several further issues, Shepherd & Elliot were dropped later 
in 1857, so that the third publishers’ imprint became Constable with 
Hamilton, Adams. Constable and Hamilton, Adams published a newly 
typeset second Edinburgh edition in 1860, although the publishers failed to 
denote it as such. Gould & Lincoln of Boston, Massachusetts, printed the 
first United States edition from a new type-setting and distributed it on or 
about 28 April 1857.  
KEYWORDS: geology - Edinburgh - publishing – printing – photographic 
illustration 
INTRODUCTION 
Sometime around 1855–1856, the Scottish editor, writer and geologist 
Hugh Miller (1802–1856) adopted the title Sermons in Stones, a quotation 
from Shakespeare’s play As You Like It, for a planned book on the 
relationship between geology and religion (Anonymous 1857c). This title 
was found to be preempted by another book on the same general theme, 
almost certainly Dominick McCausland’s Sermons in Stones; or, Scripture 
Confirmed by Geology (1856). It was therefore under the new name of The 
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Testimony of the Rocks; or, Geology in its Bearings on the Two Theologies, 
Natural and Revealed that Miller’s book was made famous, and indeed 
notorious, by his finishing its proofs hours before committing suicide on 
the night of 23/24 December 1856 in his home near Edinburgh. Trewin 
(2015) drew attention to hitherto unremarked bibliographical 
complications of Testimony‘s original publication. The present paper 
investigates those problems, and others, as contributions to research on 
Miller’s publishing firm (Taylor 2019a, 2019b, submitted), and to an 
ongoing curatorial programme of identifying specimens illustrated and 
cited by Miller and now in the collections of National Museums Scotland 
(for instance, Ross and Taylor in press). Our initial examination of copies, 
periodical reports and library catalogues shows at least 31 separate 
nineteenth-century Edinburgh (and London) issues and printings of 
Testimony from 1857 onwards, not counting twentieth- and twenty-first-
century reprints and print-on-demand copies. It is beyond the scope of this 
paper to give a full bibliographical analysis. Rather, this paper establishes 
the respective dates of publication of those issues and editions most 
relevant to establishing priority for taxonomic purposes. It is shown that 
the first edition of 1857 was published by two Edinburgh firms, together 
and separately in three combinations of publishers’ imprint, all with a 
London publisher (Miller 1857a, 1857b, 1857c). In addition, there was an 
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approved first American edition (Miller 1857d). We also briefly outline the 
later Edinburgh publication of Testimony, identifying the generally 
unrecognised second Edinburgh edition, and we suggest practical 
implications for modern researchers.  
 
METHODOLOGY 
The terminology used in this paper follows bibliographical practice 
(Gaskell 2015: 313–315; Carter et al. 2016: 102–103, 151–152). An 
“edition” comprises all copies produced from substantially the same setting 
of type, including stereotype plates. An edition can comprise one or more 
issues. An “issue” is a distinct group of copies planned and published 
separately, often at a specific time or place, from other issues of the same 
edition, and expressly identifiable as such (Gaskell 2015: 315; Carter et al. 
2016: 151–152). The definition of an issue can be somewhat arbitrary, and 
we have been conservative (cf. Carter et al. 2016: 153). For instance, as will 
be seen, we do not consider that the inclusion of a photograph in some 
copies generates a distinct issue, even though those copies were priced at a 
premium over normal copies. The issues of Testimony which we identify 
had real contemporary meaning. They were clearly identified, marketed 
and advertised in newspapers as distinct publications under labels such as 
“fifteenth thousand”, evidently to encourage sales by emphasising the 
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book’s success with readers. An “impression”, or “printing”, is a group of 
copies produced in a single print-run. An issue was by its nature often 
printed as a single impression, but this simple relationship did not hold in 
the special circumstances of Testimony, at least to begin with. In any case, 
we cannot reliably identify all the impressions of Testimony, for reasons set 
out below. We therefore find it most historically appropriate to discuss 
Testimony from the point of view of its editions, and their various 
Edinburgh (and UK) issues, while outlining its printing history as best we 
can.  
We note for clarity that the above definition of ‘edition’ is more 
restrictive than the usual practices of nineteenth-century publishers, and of 
modern historians of scientific books. Both groups have often used the 
word ‘edition’ more liberally, sometimes just to refer to a new issue of a 
preexisting edition. Interestingly, however, the various publishers of 
Testimony did not follow that practice, and we have been more generous in 
our identification of two Edinburgh editions.  
Nineteenth-century advertisements of new books are unreliable 
indicators of publication dates (Williams 2017). Advertisements were 
repeated for economy; one announcing Testimony’s American publication 
stated “this day published” on 25 April 1857 but reappeared verbatim until 
16 May, and continued, in revised form, to announce the book as “just 
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published” for several more weeks (Anonymous 1857s). Phrases such as 
“just ready” (whatever this meant) and ”published this day” must be 
verified.  
We searched digitally available British, Irish and American 
periodicals for 1857 to gain an overall picture, rather than rely on isolated 
reports.1 Earliest occurrences of publishers’ announcements were cross-
checked with news reports and lists of new books, especially in a trade 
journal, the Publishers’ Circular. A particularly useful indicator is when 
booksellers’ advertisements collectively began to report the book in stock. 
We also investigated records of accessions to two legal deposit libraries, 
the Advocates Library in Edinburgh and the British Museum in London. The 
archives of the publishers T. Constable & Co. yielded an incomplete and 
partly illegible correspondence.2 
We found that online library catalogues sometimes give inaccurate 
bibliographical details for their holdings, and cannot themselves be relied 
on as primary sources. However, they were valuable tools for locating the 
scarcer issues, whose details were then verified by inspection, often by 
library staff on request from the authors, supported by informal 
photographs taken with mobile phones. Antiquarian booksellers’ 
catalogues and websites are occasionally unreliable in detail (Trewin 
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2015), but proved useful in tracing copies and, sometimes, providing 
information on request.  
THE INITIAL EDINBURGH PUBLICATION OF TESTIMONY  
The front matter of Testimony was dated “March 1857”, indicating 
the completion of work on the text (Miller 1857a: [xii]). The book was 
finally published in late March. According to the Publishers’ Circular, 
Testimony was published during the fortnight of 14–31 March (Anonymous 
1857n: 153). Publishers’ notices and apologies indicate a date of 
publication on, or around, 21 March (Anonymous 1857f, 1857h, 1857k, 
1857o). There was, however, clearly a last-minute scramble to get the book 
out, with further minor delays perhaps depending on location.3 One 
newspaper noted publication on 24 March, which was also when 
booksellers started to advertise the book as available, although it sold out 
at once in some shops (Anonymous 1857i, 1857j, 1857m: 2).  
An early advertisement, and the existence of presentation copies 
with publishers’ inscriptions, appear to show that Shepherd & Elliot of 
Edinburgh published what is here, for convenience, called the “first” issue, 
in conjunction with a London publisher, Hamilton, Adams & Co., for whom 
Elliot had previously worked (Anonymous 1857d, 1921; Miller 1857a; 
Trewin 2015: 6; Figure 1A).4 In reality, matters were not so simple. Thomas 
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Constable & Co., another Edinburgh publisher, was brought in and took 
precedence over Shepherd & Elliot and Hamilton, Adams & Co. in the 
publishers’ imprint on the new title-page of what is here, for convenience, 
called the “second” issue (Miller 1857b).5 What was actually published in 
late March was evidently a mixture of the “first” and “second” issues (Miller 
1857a, 1857b). The actual issue received presumably depended on which 
publisher the bookseller was dealing with. Both issues are cited in reviews 
published in March and April (Anonymous 1857l, 1857p, 1857q, 1857r). 
All three presentation copies for which the issue is positively known are of 
the first issue, as noted above (Figure 2).4 However, the British Museum’s 
copyright deposit copy, processed on 4 April 1857 with an unknown but 
probably minor delay, is of the second issue.6  
The reasons for this remarkable situation must lie in the huge 
demand which evidently took Shepherd & Elliot by surprise. The 
publication date of late January 1857 was postponed more than once, in 
part to print additional copies over and above the original run of 
(reportedly) 5000 copies (Anonymous 1857a, 1857d, 1857g, 1857m). This 
increasing pile of unsold copies would have tied up more and more capital. 
But the copies were not released piecemeal, presumably to avoid favouring 
some booksellers over others. Shepherd & Elliot evidently could not secure 
enough cash to build up stocks, and Constable underwrote the project 
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financially. Indeed, Shepherd & Elliot certainly had trouble obtaining their 
5,175 copies of the book from Constable close to publication date.7 
Constable demanded a previously agreed “bill”, presumably a bill of credit, 
signed by Shepherd & Elliot and their “cautioners” (in Scots law, a 
cautioner acts as surety for a debt). Perhaps this formality simply reflected 
the unusually large sums involved at a time when print runs of a thousand 
copies were more usual. But there was seemingly a deeper problem with 
the business practices or creditworthiness of Shepherd & Elliot. Despite the 
presumably lucrative sales of Testimony, one partner, John Shepherd, 
became personally insolvent in August 1857, and the firm was dissolved 
(Taylor 2019a).  
The day-to-day details of the book’s production during the first half 
of 1857, and in particular the timing and quantities of the impressions or 
print-runs, are not fully understood. They may well be impossible to 
determine, given the printers’ and publishers’ evident chaos. It is tempting 
to suggest that what we have called the first and second issues were 
printed in sequence. Shepherd & Elliot’s first order of 5000 noted above 
plausibly represents the “first issue”, while the copies printed later 
represent the “second” issue, presumably distributed by Constable. In 
support of this is the point that 5000 is close to the figures of 4900 or 5175 
copies mentioned in the Constable correspondence as allocated to 
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Shepherd & Elliot.5 Also, a contemporary report stated that first 5000 and 
then another 4000 copies had been ordered for publication in March 1857, 
which could be interpreted as the first and second issues respectively 
(Anonymous 1857m: 2). However, as shown above, both issues were 
simultaneously published, and it is likely that the two issues were simply 
taken from the same long impression or print run, differing only in the title-
pages bound in with the letterpress.  
These early Edinburgh issues of Testimony normally cost 7s 6d. 
However, premium copies with an extra frontispiece were offered for 10s 
6d (Figure 1). Unusually for any book at the time, this second frontispiece 
was a photographic print (not photomechanical reproduction) of a portrait 
of the author (Anonymous 1857b; Trewin 2015; Figure 1). The image was a 
well-known photograph of Miller by J. G. Tunny. Those premium copies 
appear to have been produced using copies of only the first issue, judging 
from copies known to us, and their early availability in advertisement 
(Anonymous 1857b).8 This suggests that the additional frontispiece was 
Shepherd & Elliot’s innovation, consistent with Elliot’s known interest in 
photography (Taylor 2019a).  
Any copy under the combined Constable and Shepherd & Elliot 
imprint, but lacking any other designation, is here assumed to be of the 
“second” issue. So far as is known, all subsequent Edinburgh issues were 
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denominated by a title-page indication in the format “nth thousand”. Even 
allowing for research failure and publisher’s errors, the existence of gaps in 
the known numerical sequence strongly suggests that some issues were in 
fact printed in multiples of a thousand but named, misleadingly, for the last 
thousand in question. We therefore use quotation marks for those 
designations, to emphasise that they are the publishers’ terms and not ours, 
as they may not be literally true. The terms “first issue” and “second issue” 
are, however, our own. 
Testimony was printed by Miller & Fairly. The main business of this 
firm, in which Miller was a partner, was to print and publish the Witness, 
the newspaper which he edited, at a “printing office” in Horse Wynd, 
Edinburgh. As well as the usual pamphlets and extracts from the 
newspaper, the firm also had a sideline in printing some of Miller’s own 
books (O’Connor and Taylor in press; Taylor submitted). Miller & Fairly 
were unable to keep up with demand for the book, especially as they had to 
maintain production of their newspaper.9 The printers evidently had 
particular trouble printing the illustrations of Testimony on the steam-
powered press, and had to use a slower hand press. The publishers’ 21 
March apology explained (Anonymous 1857f, 1857k):  
the first impression has fallen short of the number ordered. It has 
been put to press again, and no time will be lost in preparing an 
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adequate supply. The nature of the Illustrations, which require great 
care in printing, precludes the employment of Machinery […]. The 
new issue will, it is hoped, be ready early in April.  
 
As noted above, it is likely that what we have called the ‘first’ and 
‘second’ issues had been produced together in one long and perhaps rather 
chaotic print-run. The next identifiable issue known to us is denominated 
the “eleventh thousand” on the title-page.9 The figure of 9,000 copies 
already given for the combined first and second issues suggests that the 
“eleventh thousand” was printed in a run of two thousand copies (or else 
the tenth thousand had been quietly added to the production of the second 
issue). It is not clear when the “eleventh thousand” appeared: perhaps in 
mid-May, as implied by a 12 May advertisement (Anonymous 1857w), or 
simply held back for release alongside a “new issue”, advertised as the “15th 
thousand”, which came out belatedly and with another apology on or about 
28 May (Anonymous 1857z).11 The apparent absence of the 12th, 13th and 
14th thousands suggests that 4000 copies of the “15th thousand” were 
printed.  
A “S[i]xteenth Thousand” was advertised by a bookseller on 10 June 
1857 (Anonymous 1857aa).10 Shepherd & Elliot were still on the title-page 
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of the “Eighteenth thousand”, advertised in late July (Anonymous 
1857ab).12 A “19th thousand” was subsequently published in September if 
advertising is to be believed (Anonymous 1857ac), but we have been 
unable to examine a copy to confirm whether Shepherd & Elliot were still 
listed in the publishers’ imprint. Shepherd & Elliot were certainly absent 
from the title-page of the “twentieth thousand”, doubtless because of the 
firm’s dissolution noted above.13 This issue, or possibly the 19th, therefore 
introduced a third publishers’ imprint for the first edition of Testimony, 
with Constable as sole Edinburgh publisher, and Hamilton, Adams in 
London (Miller 1857c).  
 
THE FIRST BOSTON EDITION 
There was no copyright protection of foreign authors’ works in the 
United States. However, Gould & Lincoln of Boston reportedly paid Miller a 
gratifying fee for advance copies of text, to allow them to make a start on 
typesetting, along with casts of the woodcuts (Anonymous 1857c). This 
seems to have been a standard practice of theirs, partly to ensure early 
publication for their edition, and, obviously in this case, access to the many 
illustrations (compare the case of W. & R. Chambers, Fyfe 2012: 83–87). 
Despite the lack of copyright protection, this arrangement helped Gould & 
Lincoln seek a practical monopoly of this book in the United States through 
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a customary agreement or so-called “courtesy” with some fellow 
publishers, and by gaining a head start on other and less cooperative rivals 
(Spoo 2013: 13–64).  
Gould & Lincoln typeset their edition of Testimony afresh (Miller 
1857d). Perhaps they wished to avoid the technical incompatibilities that 
could arise when stereotype plates produced in Edinburgh were used on 
American presses (as had happened with plates from W. & R. Chambers: 
Fyfe 2012: 85–86). They also added further prefatory material, especially 
about Miller’s death and funeral, and reprinted certain obituaries of Miller, 
of which one was anonymous but probably by Archibald Geikie (Taylor 
2019c).  
Gould & Lincoln had agreed to publish simultaneously with the 
Edinburgh edition, and indeed they promised publication “about the last of 
March” (Anonymous 1857g). In fact, their edition appeared on or about 25 
April, according to publisher's advertisements (Anonymous 1857s, 1857t), 
and corroborated by other advertisements, reports, and lists of books 
received (such as Anonymous 1857u, 1857v, 1857y). Perhaps Gould & 
Lincoln had been left waiting for information from the Edinburgh 
publishers. The later American issues, by Gould & Lincoln and by other 
publishers, are beyond the scope of this paper.  
THE LATER EDINBURGH PRODUCTION OF TESTIMONY 
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All Edinburgh production up to and including the “twenty-sixth 
thousand” of 1859 used the original typesetting of 1857. All those issues 
are, in bibliographical terminology, considered to be part of the same first 
edition (Gaskell 2015: 313–316). Given the timing and numbers involved, 
those issues were presumably printed from stereotype plates rather than 
from type which had been left standing. However, this did not guarantee 
complete uniformity. A sampling shows evidence for partial or complete 
replacement of plates for some pages, presumably due to wear and 
damage, and perhaps also attempts to achieve acceptable reproduction 
quality for the images.14 
Such changes usually did not affect the wording. But at least one 
substantive change was made within a year of publication, with the 
addition of a further illustration, of the fossil plant Parka decipiens, at the 
end of the book, after the final page of main text. This was based on a 
specimen owned by Lord Kinnaird, a family friend. The motive was clearly 
to give a better idea of the range of preservation of this confusing fossil 
than might be gained from the original illustrations alone (which were 
retained). It is not known whether the use of Kinnaird’s fossil was Miller’s 
original intention, but if so, it may have been delayed by the specimen 
being in Kinnaird’s collection rather than his own. This change was 
introduced in the “twenty-first thousand” of 1857 and retained in every 
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subsequent issue up to and including the “twenty-sixth thousand” of 1859, 
all by Constable.15  
In 1860, Constable published the “twenty-seventh thousand”, printed 
by Miller & Fairly (Miller 1860).16 Except for some of the front matter, 
which reused the old stereotype plates, the text was newly typeset. The 
opportunity was taken to move the illustration of Kinnaird’s Parka to an 
appropriate location in the text, which was adjusted accordingly (Miller 
1860: 401–402, lower image in Figure 121). The new typesetting gives this 
issue, and subsequent issues from the same plates, the formal 
bibliographical status of a new edition: the second Edinburgh and UK 
edition, and the third worldwide. However, Constable did not designate it 
as a new edition, simply calling it the “Twenty-seventh thousand”. This has 
led to confusion as the page count of the main text was reduced by almost a 
tenth, from 500 to 454 pages (ignoring front and end matter). No doubt this 
was intended to reduce production costs, as well as replace worn and 
damaged plates. It might well have been to take advantage of the new 
steam printing machinery which is believed to have been installed in 1858–
1859 when Miller & Fairly built a new printing workshop next door to their 
original workshop (Taylor submitted). One wonders if this investment was 
partly in response to their 1857 troubles with Testimony. Almost 
immediately, however, Constable shut down its publishing activities and 
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Miller’s books were taken over by the Edinburgh publisher A. & C. Black, in 
mid-1860 (Anonymous 1860a: 694). Black distributed Testimony straight 
away in (again) a “twenty-seventh thousand”, perhaps simply reselling 
existing Constable stock in 1860 before binding it with a new title-page 
under the Black imprint in 1861 (Anonymous 1860b).17 Black went on to 
make further issues under its own imprint. In 1869, W. P. Nimmo of 
Edinburgh took over Miller’s books, publishing Testimony that year as the 
“thirty-sixth thousand”,18 but confusingly advertising the issue of the 
“thirty-fifth thousand” the next year (Anon. 1869, 1870; Miller 1869). 
Nimmo produced further issues up to at least 1890 (latterly in partnership, 
particularly as Nimmo, Hay & Mitchell).  
So far as is known, all the later Edinburgh issues, from the “twenty-
seventh thousand” onwards, used the same stereotype plates, or at least 
plates made from the same typesetting. They therefore form part of the 
second Edinburgh edition initially published by Constable, although their 
title-pages do not advertise this status.  
Most, and probably all, of the Edinburgh issues were printed at the 
Horse Wynd premises up to the mid-1870s, first by Miller & Fairly until its 
dissolution in 1864, then by Fairly, Lyall & Co. up to about 1866, and finally 
Sanson & Co. The latter firm left Horse Wynd about 1870 and operated 
briefly elsewhere in Edinburgh, producing, for instance, Nimmo’s “forty-
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second thousand” of 1874 (Taylor submitted). Later issues were produced 
by other printers.  
 
ILLUSTRATIONS 
Ignoring the special photographic frontispiece in some copies, there 
were approximately 150 illustrations in Testimony, some of more than one 
specimen. They were probably printed from casts of the original woodcuts 
to ensure their longevity for printing. The American publisher was sent a 
set of such “casts for the engravings” (Anonymous 1857c).  
One reviewer of the Edinburgh edition complained that some 
woodcuts had been recycled from other publications, but this was, in fact, 
acknowledged by Miller in his prefatory remarks, and a common practice at 
the time (Anonymous 1857x; Miller 1857a: x). One source was identified by 
the reviewer as The Circle of the Sciences, a part-work encyclopaedia of the 
mid-1850s, published by W. S. Orr. This contains, for instance, the woodcut 
of the Triassic crinoid “Encrinites moniliformis” (Testimony, figure 95; 
Ansted et al. 1855: 93). The same reviewer noted that “another popular 
work” yielded illustrations such as the illustration of Cyclophthalmus 
(Testimony figure 44). The reviewer did not identify this second source, but 
this figure is found in, for instance, an elementary work by d’Orbigny 
(1849: I: 241, fig. 129). This book was published in Paris and its title-page 
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identifies the engraver as one E. Salle (whose name is visible in the 
Cyclophthalmus illustration). This would seem to match the assertion in 
another report that Testimony was to be illustrated by “some hundred 
highly-finished engravings executed for the work in Paris” (Anonymous 
1857e, referring to the United States edition, but obviously applicable to 
the original Edinburgh offering). However, as well as being wrong about 
the novelty of the engravings, this claim is somewhat misleading. A number 
of illustrations were newly prepared for Testimony, mainly for the last two 
chapters dealing with Scottish fossil plants (Miller 1857a: x). These 
illustrations were presumably mostly based on specimens owned by Miller 
and his friends, and would undoubtedly have been produced in Edinburgh, 
a major publishing centre with the necessary specialist artists (as in the 
case of The Old Red Sandstone, O’Connor and Taylor in press).  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
This study throws considerable light on what is, by any standards, 
the curious episode of the initial publication of The Testimony of the Rocks. 
The first two Edinburgh issues (Miller 1857a, 1857b) were, surprisingly, 
simultaneously published on or about 24 March 1857, and therefore have 
joint taxonomic priority over later Edinburgh issues of the same first 
edition (such as Miller 1857c) and the Boston edition of about 25 April 
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(Miller 1857d). We have also identified a generally unrecognised second 
Edinburgh edition of 1860 (Miller 1860). Fortunately, the remaining 
uncertainties in Testimony’s complex publishing history do not affect those 
conclusions.19  
This paper also contributes to wider studies of the production and 
reception of Miller’s works. Miller & Fairly, part-owned by Miller himself 
and then his executors, printed the book till the firm’s demise, even after 
the disastrous first few months of 1857 (as it did for many other issues of 
Miller’s books, but not usually for other authors’ books: Taylor submitted). 
That they continued to do this must surely be related to Miller’s (and later 
his heirs’) position as a partner in the firm. Miller was certainly in an 
unusual position as author-printer. It is easy to imagine that the publishers 
were forced to give the printing contract to Miller & Fairly as part of the 
bargaining with the copyright holders, Miller (till his death) and then his 
family. Ownership (if any) of the stereotype plates and illustrations would 
have helped with this bargaining. This then raises a further possibility: that 
Miller, either personally or as part of Miller & Fairly, retained the copyright 
and produced his books at his own risk but also profit, leaving distribution 
and sales to the specialist publishing firms. Miller’s heirs may have acted as 
de facto publishers for his books, and A. & C. Black as distributors, during 
most of the 1860s, but the evidence so far is inconclusive, and this 
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arrangement possibly applied only to the posthumous compilations of 
Miller’s writings assembled after Testimony (Taylor submitted). 
Unfortunately, we have not been able to discover the contractual details for 
Testimony, but, at least for the original issues, the evidence presented 
above shows that the publishers bore the commercial risk. 
Our study has significant practical implications for modern users of 
Testimony. The long publication history of this book, complicated by the 
impact of stereotypy, raises the question of which editions and issues one 
should use when citing the original text, as with the Victorian novels and 
poetry discussed by Dooley (1992: especially 174–176). Miller – so his 
widow claimed – had just completed checking the proofs of the text when 
he died (Miller 1857a: [xii]). Surviving fragments of still earlier proofs do 
not completely correspond to the published work and must represent still 
earlier states of text (Trewin 2015). The implication is that we should take 
the first published issue as indicating Miller’s intent. However, it is not 
necessarily the case that all of Miller’s intended changes were 
implemented. His friend and colleague John Fleming carried out some 
further work before publication, reportedly confined to the final 
identification and captioning of some woodcuts (Miller 1857a: [xii]). The 
extra Parka illustration, added belatedly in 1857, might have been Miller’s 
original intention, but we cannot tell. Thereafter, the use of stereotype 
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plates (rather than standing type) did not completely freeze the wording 
over and above questions of authorial intent. Small errors did occur, and 
some at least were cut away and replaced with new slugs of type, as in the 
emendation of ‘Junicus’ to ‘Juncus’.14 The plates themselves deteriorated 
over long print runs and had to be repaired, with the risk of new errors.  
Gould & Lincoln probably received the text piecemeal, raising the 
question of whether their American edition of 1857 incorporated all of 
Miller’s own corrections to the proofs (Anonymous 1857c). In any case, 
Gould & Lincoln did not keep up with all post-publication changes to the 
Edinburgh edition; their 1867 issue of Testimony, for instance, lacks the 
changes relating to Parka, and the correction of the “Junicus” error. These 
US editions therefore appear to be less reliable sources than the Edinburgh 
editions, although more investigation of the various US issues and 
publishers is necessary. 
For all those reasons, we suggest that a full bibliographical study of 
Hugh Miller’s books is badly needed. In the absence of such a study, we 
recommend that scholarly reference to Testimony in discussions of Miller’s 
own work, thought and practice use one of the earliest issues as a source, 
as those are likely to be the closest to Miller’s final intentions. We 
recommend the Shepherd & Elliot “first” issue (Miller 1857a), simply 
because all copies appear to have been distributed on its first publication in 
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March 1857. The “second” issue, with Constable and Shepherd & Elliot in 
the imprint but without any “nth thousand” indication (Miller 1857b), 
should also be acceptable. However, we have not been able to rule out the 
possibility of a third issue with the same title-page before the introduction 
of the “nth thousand” indication in all later issues. So it is safest to use the 
Shepherd & Elliot “first” issue if available. It is also prudent to check for 
delayed corrections that affect critically important passages, by examining 
a later issue, especially the “twenty-seventh thousand”, which incorporated 
some revisions. For example, a comment was added there that the 
originally figured specimens of the fossil plant Parka decipiens were in 
Fleming’s collection (p. 402, fig. 121). This is valuable information for the 
nomenclatorial problems associated with that taxon. It is also highly 
relevant to the ongoing curatorial programme noted earlier, as is the 
finding that some illustrations were imported from France, and identifiable 
through their publication in other books, so that the fossils shown therein 
need not be sought in the collections of Miller and his friends.  
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NOTES 
1 British Newspaper Archive, ProQuest British Periodicals, and Gale British 
Library Newspapers (searched up to 7 January 2019); Gale Nineteenth 
Century U.S. Newspapers and ProQuest American Periodicals (up to 28 
December 2018). Space precludes a listing of the hundreds of titles 
searched, and the results. 
2 National Library of Scotland, T. & A. Constable Ltd, Dep. 307/260 
(henceforth Constable Letterbook). Only letters outward (that is, from 
Constable) survive; the inward replies have not been located. 
3 Constable Letterbook, folios 13–33, various letters from 19 to 24 March 
1857.  
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4 Constable Letterbook, folio 2, to Shepherd & Elliot, 13[?] March 1857, and 
folio 27, 23 March: it had evidently been agreed that Shepherd & Elliot 
would deal with “presentation” copies, which by implication would come 
out of Shepherd & Elliot’s share, that is, the “first” issue (Miller 1857a). 
These “presentation copies” apparently included at least some review 
copies for newspapers and periodicals, as well as what we would today call 
presentation copies. Those latter are identified by a publisher’s manuscript 
inscription in otherwise normal copies of the first issue. One surviving 
example is that to Charles Lyell: Edinburgh University Library, Special 
Collections (henceforth EUL-SC), shelfmark SC 6071 (Figure 2). This is not 
dated, but the inscription, “To Sir Charles Lyell, / From the Publishers, by 
the / Expressed Desire of / The Late Author”, is consistent with the copy 
having been sent as soon as the book was published. Another presentation 
copy was dedicated to George Campbell, 8th Duke of Argyll, at the “Express 
Desire of the late author” (collection of Sidney Johnston, pers. comm. to M. 
A. Taylor, 12 April 2019). Two other presentation copies have come to 
notice, sent by the publishers “by Mrs Hugh Miller’s desire” to the “Rev. J. 
Longmuir”, who must be the Reverend John Longmuir, minister of the 
Mariner’s Free Church and lecturer in geology at King’s College, Aberdeen, 
and Professor George Wilson, who must be the Regius Professor of 
Technology at the University of Edinburgh, and the first Director of the 
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Industrial Museum of Scotland. Those copies were advertised for sale 
during 2019–2020 on https://www.abebooks.co.uk/ by Gaabooks, West 
New York, NJ, U.S.A., and Collectors Treasury, Johannesburg, South Africa, 
respectively (accessed 7 April 2020). The Longmuir copy is of the “first” 
issue, and apparently so too is the Wilson copy, though this could not be 
verified in the absence of photographs.  
5 For instance EUL-SC, one of two copies of Testimony under shelfmark SB. 
213 Mil. 
6 The British Museum’s statutory copyright copy, now British Library 
shelfmark 07109.f.27, must have been of the “second” issue, given its 
publication by Constable and Shepherd & Elliot, and its formal accession on 
4 April 1857, the date of the stamp on the book. Its arrival from the London 
publisher would have been a little earlier, as incoming books were 
evidently processed in batches (Victoria Ogunsanya, British Library, pers. 
comm. to M. A. Taylor, 7 March 2019). This should not have caused much 
delay, as the book should have been deposited within a calendar month of 
its publication in London, as required of the publisher on penalty of a fine, 
and the processing department in the Museum had just been reorganised to 
improve its efficiency (Harris 1998: 148, 222). Unfortunately the records of 
books sent to the then Edinburgh copyright deposit library, the Advocates 
Library, are incomplete for the relevant period and do not list Testimony 
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(National Library of Scotland, Records of the Faculty of Advocates, FR.324a 
and FR.324b).  
7 Constable Letterbook, especially folios 2, 7 and 17, to Shepherd & Elliot, 
13[?], 18 and 19 March 1857 (the letter of 19 March demanding the “bill”). 
The binder was John Gray of Edinburgh: folios 375 to Gray and 377 to 
Fairly, and stickers inside the back cover of some of the 1857 copies of 
Testimony.  
8 Only some copies of the Shepherd & Elliot first issue (Miller 1857a) bear 
the photograph. Examples are held by Edinburgh University Library, New 
College Library, henceforth EUL-NC, two copies, shelfmarks Nat. 48 and TR. 
221; EUL-SC, second copy of two under shelfmark SB. 213 Mil.; and 
National Trust for Scotland, Hugh Miller’s Birthplace Cottage and Museum, 
Cromarty, Trewin Collection, T/1043 (Alix Powers-Jones, pers. comm. to M. 
A. Taylor, 25 February 2019). Their similarity confirms that they are 
original publisher’s copies, rather than bearing separately purchased 
photographs inserted by their owners.  
The photograph is on a blank fly-leaf with the photographer’s name 
blind-stamped in small type into the image at the bottom left corner in 
some, perhaps all, copies (this is difficult to discern in modern images). In 
normal copies of the book, the frontispiece showing a fossil plant is on the 
verso of a blank fly-leaf, facing the title-page. In copies with the 
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photograph, this illustration was moved to the recto of the same fly-leaf 
and the photograph placed before it on the verso of the preceding blank 
leaf, so that they face each other rather than the title page. How long this 
option was offered is unknown, but we have not come across any copies of 
other issues bearing the photograph. Nigel Trewin (pers. comm. to M. A. 
Taylor, 11 August 2015) was told by Baldwin’s Fossil Books of a record of a 
copy of the “18th thousand” with a photo, but this is hard to assess as the 
original record has been accidentally destroyed (Sue Lyman, pers. comm. to 
M. A. Taylor, 3 January 2019). We suspect that the photograph had been 
inserted into this copy by its owner. The listing by Schultze (1963: 8–12), of 
early Scottish books with original photographs, includes Testimony, but 
with the publisher supposedly unknown.  
9 Constable Letterbook, folios 1–2, 13 March, folio 158, 19 March, and folio 
377, 29 May, all to Robert Fairly.  
10 Copy held by M. A. Taylor. 
11 Constable Letterbook, folio 366, to Shepherd & Elliot, 25 May 1857.  
12 National Library of Wales shelfmark BS 657 M5, kindly examined by 
Ceridwen Lloyd-Morgan.  
13 Copy held by M. A. Taylor.  
14 The method used to decide if two pages are derived from the same 
typesetting is that of McKerrow (1928: 183). This essentially draws a 
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transect between fixed points on the page to detect minor differences in 
word-spacing within a line. Those variations tend to occur even when the 
second printer has used the same type, and followed the same page- and 
line-breaks, as the first printer (for speed, and to fit within the existing 
pagination). Comparison of the “first” issue of 1857 (EUL-NC, shelfmark 
Nat. 48) with a copy of the “eleventh thousand” (held by M. A. Taylor) 
shows, for instance, differences on pp. 15, 127–128, 257, and 481, 
sometimes just to the last two or three lines, suggesting that printing 
damage was being repaired. Another, and later, change is a correction of an 
erroneous “Junicus”, near the bottom of page 443, to “Juncus”, apparently 
by chipping out the offending “unicus” from a stereotype plate and 
inserting “uncus”, which was left slightly out of line. This happened 
sometime between the “eleventh” and “sixteenth” thousands inclusive, but 
we have not been able to examine a copy of the “fifteenth thousand”.  
15 “Twenty-first thousand”, copy in Cambridge University Library, 
shelfmark CCD.48.304 (Liam Sims, pers. comm. to M. A. Taylor, 26 March 
2019); “twenty-second thousand” of 1857, copy in Royal Geographical 
Society of South Australia, Adelaide, shelfmark rg 560.2 a (Nona Verco, 
pers. comm. to M. A. Taylor, 26 March 2019); “twenty-third thousand” of 
1858, copy in Department of Palaeontology, Natural History Museum, 
London, shelfmark Small Library SB 1Ab o MIL (Hellen Pethers, pers. 
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comm. to M. A. Taylor, 13 March 2019); “twenty-fourth thousand” of 1858, 
Department of Geology, Amgueddfa Cymru – National Museum Wales, 
Cardiff (henceforth AC-NMW), one of four copies of Testimony under 
shelfmark 550.1 M61., (Cindy Howells, pers. comm. to M. A. Taylor, 26 
March 2019); “twenty-fifth thousand” of 1859, copy in Museum of English 
Rural Life and University of Reading Special Collections, Reading (Anna 
Murdoch, pers. comm. to M. A. Taylor, 15 March 2019); “twenty-sixth 
thousand” of 1859, one of four copies of Testimony under shelfmark 550.1 
M61., Department of Geology, AC-NMW (Cindy Howells, pers. comm. to M. 
A. Taylor, 26 March 2019); copy held by M. A. Taylor.  
16 Examples under the Constable imprint dated 1860: EUL-SC, shelfmark 
LRA.S.3397; King’s College, London, Foyle Special Collections Library, 
shelfmark QE26 M61 (Brandon High, pers. comm. to M. A. Taylor, 21 March 
2019); National Trust, Mottisfont Abbey, Hampshire, shelfmark Morning 
Room A.7.18 (Yvonne Lewis and Vicky Hand, pers. comm. to M. A. Taylor, 
23 July 2019); Launceston Mechanics' Institute, Launceston, Tasmania, 
shelfmark 8799; 560 (Peter Richardson, pers. comm. to M. A. Taylor, 23 
March 2019).  
17 We have been unable to trace any copies dated 1860 of the “twenty-
seventh thousand” under the Black imprint rather than Constable’s, despite 
Black’s advertising it in July 1860. The one copy under the Black imprint for 
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which we have been able to confirm details is dated 1861, in the Radcliffe 
Science Library, University of Oxford, shelfmark RSL E 149 (Irene 
Pasternak, pers. comm. to M. A. Taylor, 26 March 2019). A possible 
explanation is that Black first sold off Constable’s stock of already bound 
volumes (and therefore still under the Constable imprint) and then, in 
1861, had Constable’s remaining stocks of unbound copies bound with a 
new title-page displaying Black’s own imprint. 
18 Copy held by M. A. Taylor.  
19 We note that modern historians of scientific books are apt to use ‘issue’ 
in the different sense of a single number of a magazine or part-work. This is 
because periodicals have taken up most attention in that field of research.  
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CAPTIONS [photos here are lower-resolution copies of ones to be used, 
actual publication images to be provided separately]  
Figure 1. A copy of the probable first issue of Testimony of the Rocks (Miller 
1857a), with the additional photographic print of a portrait of Miller 
inserted in some copies: EUL-SC, one of two copies of Testimony under 
shelfmark SB. 213 Mil. Photographs courtesy of and copyright Edinburgh 
University Library, under a CC BY licence. A, frontispieces, showing the 
reversal of the normal frontispiece of a Carboniferous fossil plant, and the 
insertion of a photographic print by J. G. Tunny. B, title-page, showing 
Shepherd & Elliot as the sole Edinburgh publisher.  
[2 images not included for copyright reasons] 
Figure 2. Endpaper dedicatory inscription of a copy, originally sent to the 
geologist Charles Lyell, of the probable first issue of Testimony of the Rocks 
(Miller 1857a): EUL-SC, shelfmark SC 6071. Photograph courtesy of and 
copyright Edinburgh University Library, under CC BY licence.  
[image not included for copyright reasons] 
 
